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ABSTRACT

Mentoring programs have been offered by organizations within and outside of healthcare for years. This commentary examines the literature under the prism of design fundamentals for these programs, drawing particular considerations for schemes aimed at pharmacy professionals. The central argument presented is that mentoring can be used as a vehicle to support pharmacists to learn from others and each other, to reinforce and own their professional identity so that the uniqueness of the pharmacy profession is established within a global health landscape of constant change. In this Part 1 of a series of papers, a wealth of literature, theories, and evidence are presented aiming to inform the general structure and logistical considerations for both in-person and distance mentoring programs.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to provide a thorough, even if not exhaustive set of considerations when designing and implementing a mentoring program within a particular healthcare organization or for healthcare professionals throughout an organization that might be more geographically disparate. It seeks to leverage seminal work from mentoring studies undertaken in the 1980s and 1990s up to more recent research including several systematic and scoping reviews primarily conducted in academic settings, but also in business and professional realms. As such, it does not aim to reinvent the wheel, but rather serve as a resource for actuating a program.

Mentoring has become widely recognized as critical to the development of future health practitioners, colleagues, and all persons, in general. It has been argued that mentoring is one of the core components of the duties of medical school faculty.1 Similarly, nursing literature has described the greater likelihood of success among future nurses when being formally mentored.2 The pharmacy literature has less to
show in systematic reviews and analyses, but there is indeed a growing evidence of the need for mentoring to help ensure progression and transformation into effective health care practitioners. Mentorship has proven time and again to promote effectiveness for a multitude of job-related outcomes for all parties involved. Not only are task effectiveness and career mobility enhanced, but intrinsic rewards for being mentored (e.g., feelings of belonging, job satisfaction) are also improved.

It is important early on that a definition of mentoring be proffered, not just for the sake of doing so, nor for the sake of arguing that one is “best”. Rather, doing so provides psychological, epistemological, and pedagogical context around which we might frame the discussion and recommendations made in this paper. Anderson and Shannon define mentoring as “a nurturing process in which a more skilled or more experienced person, serving as a role model, teaches, sponsors, encourages, counsels, and befriends a less skilled or less experienced person for the purpose of promoting the latter’s professional and personal development.

Mentoring functions are carried out within the context of an ongoing, caring relationship between the mentor and the mentee or “protégé”. The points of emphasis include the multifactorial nature of mentoring as well as the caring relationship that exists in a more holistic type of mentoring as opposed to an alternative view in which mentoring is seen merely as an exercise to improve the skills of a neophyte. Similarly, Carger describes mentoring as “a human process in which one sees, reflected in a mentor, aspects of one’s self, facets not clearly in focus, potentials not fully realized.” In seminal work on human development by Levinson, it is argued that “poor mentoring in early adulthood is the equivalent of poor parenting in childhood.

Mentoring, then, is seen to occur at all stages of life, including formative school years on through adulthood. Some degree or level of mentoring is apt to take place during the academic careers of students, even if informal such as the inherent interactions with other students, instructors, participation in clubs and organizations, and through the process of didactic and experiential training, in and of itself. However, formal, or even informal mentoring might not be so prevalent among those already in active practice, in spite of a growingly recognized need for this to occur. Indeed, the very ones who are charged with mentoring students quite often are in need of mentoring, themselves, both in regard to their own development as well as on how to mentor others (peers and students, alike). Development and mentorship are directly stated and inferred in several of the standards for accreditation for pharmacy programs in the U.S. Several professional organizations in the U.S. have created mentoring programs for junior practitioners. A task force of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy identified mentorship as one of four critical issues to address in advancing pharmacy’s paradigm. In the UK, mentoring is not explicitly described by the regulatory body, the General Pharmaceutical Council, in the standards for pharmacy professionals’ registration, even though the concept is implicit in areas such as supervising pre-registration students. Instead, the professional body for pharmacy professionals, the Royal Pharmaceutical Society, introduced a mentoring program for its members in 2010, and re-launched the program in 2019 delivered via a new online platform, with improved matching criteria that allows more mentee control over selecting an appropriate mentor. Desselle attests to the need for a scholarly approach when it comes to mentoring and development of mentoring programs. Specifically, it is argued that when researchers, clinicians, and other professionals seek ideas, clarity, and solutions to problems, they embrace the scientific method and leverage findings
from the extant literature in order to do so. However, it becomes tempting when dealing with a phenomenon as ostensibly familial as is mentoring and mentorship programs to resort quickly to “common sense” and appeals to authority, rather than to wade through the troves of evidence in devising effective mentoring programs and establishing mentorship cultures. As such, this paper aims to evaluate a preponderance of literature on the mentoring concept to assist in establishing programs and delineating best practices for mentorship in pharmacy professionals through the lens of the organization. A range of key mentoring program components have been identified from the literature and synthesized into themes presenting considerations (Figure 1). As having congruence with literature in other health professions’ programs and with mentoring programs in business corporations, each of these will be discussed briefly. A further paper will consider issues impacting on the relationship between mentors and mentees.

Consideration 1: Mentoring models and relationships

Nature of mentoring relationships

Mentorship programs have become relatively commonplace in academia, even though their execution might not be perfect and may lack the commitment and resources for optimization. Academic medicine is a useful place to examine literature on mentoring, as there are is relatively wide swath of literature, and the mentoring programs therein are aimed at developing future prescribers who are for the most part in the early adulthood stage, having already earned baccalaureate degrees but not yet having begun their permanent career. In a systematic review on mentoring in academic medicine, Kashiwagi et al identified seven mentoring models also common in mentoring programs outside of academic medicine: dyad, peer, facilitated peer, speed, functional, group, and distance. Functional and speed mentoring are variations of the dyad model where a functional mentor provides advice on specific project and speed monitoring represents a very brief interaction aimed to spur proliferation of dyadic exchanges. Similarly, a literature review of mentorship program in academic nursing found mentoring models to include, dyad, peer, group, online, distance, learning partnerships, and constellation models, with the latter consisting of a mentee having multiple mentors serving unique purposes.

Mentors within vs outside of an organization

A mentoring program might consider the use of “outside” mentors to include persons outside the pharmacy program and even outside the organization. These “key resources” help to balance what will likely be a shorter supply of mentors than mentees within an organization, solicit assistance from the willing, having key experts in a given niche that the organization may not possess, and bring in more diverse perspectives from persons who might develop in mentees an entirely different set of skills and behaviors. Mentoring relationships with persons from two or more disparate fields could spur growth from entirely alternative perspectives, experiences and training.

Selectivity in matching dyads
Pairing of mentors and mentees has been described as an important component of any mentoring program by Kashiwagi et al in their systematic review. A different systematic review identified selectivity in matching dyads as an important factor. Finding appropriate fit is paramount for success of mentoring programs. Bryant et al report a matching process that has become increasingly prevalent and deemed to be most appropriate; that is, the consideration of needed expertise and social connections to the discipline/profession, mutually desired goals, but also expectations for levels of engagement and time commitment to the process. A coordinator (see later) can take a lead in the process of matching, but should probably not take it upon themselves; rather, the matching should be accomplished by a committee of persons having some responsibility for oversight or at least a vested interest in the program. Increasingly, prospective mentors and mentees complete inventories describing their preferences, type/level of engagement, career needs, life needs, and extent to which they might seek a dyadic partner interested in social camaraderie as well as projects to work on together (e.g., a new teaching inservice, quality assurance initiative, a publishable project).

**Consideration 2: Delivery of schemes**

At the very crux of a mentoring program’s design is whether it be mandated for voluntary and whether it be formal/systematic or informal. There have been arguments against more formally structured mentoring programs, suggesting that such a program might stifle informal mentoring. However, Tam argues that formal mentoring programs inherently help an organization prepare for change management. This is through the shared experiences and the opportunities availed through the mentoring program to discuss opportunities and pitfalls while clearing the air of misconceptions about impending change and even existing sacred cows. Moreover, properly trained mentors and careful oversight of the program will ameliorate egoism and encourage the mentor to provide counsel to mentees that they continue informal mentorship and further introduce them to an even greater network of informal mentors. Initial evidence suggests that more formal mentoring programs are effective in promoting the agendas and competence of both mentor and mentee, and likewise produce more effective organizational outcomes. Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that a properly functioning formal mentoring program with mentors lacking self-centeredness actually spur additional informal mentoring by encouraging mentees to ask questions to anyone that might be of help and by broadening their networks of colleagues.

The literature is scarce as it pertains to voluntary or compulsory participation of mentoring programs delivered within an organization for employees. In the spirit of shared development outcomes, equity, and shared experiences, many mentoring programs appear to require participation for new employees as mentees which might be waived should the new employee already have considerable experience in the field. Even then, mentoring at least for a temporary period beyond orientation might be useful for someone who might be accustomed to an entirely different organizational culture and manner of getting things done. However, professional organizations administering mentoring programs for its constituents or practitioners, outside of the organization, would be unlikely to mandate participation by new, or junior members. Mandating participation by mentors is likely unwise, given that an unwilling
participant is unlikely to accept training or volunteer the appropriate amount of time. Mandated participation might even result in efforts of sabotage and create the establishment of the most inappropriate role modeling behaviors for mentees.

**Administrative support**

Nowell et al identified administrative support as another key component of successful mentoring programs.\(^1\)\(^8\) Having a program coordinator works with all parties involved but primarily mentors to direct each step of the mentoring process. The coordinator helps to facilitate communication, evince that the organization (or association or society) stands behind the program, and helps to collect evidence needed for outcomes evaluation of the mentoring program. Nick et al acknowledges that without authentic support from administration, mentoring programs are likely to struggle.\(^2\)\(^1\)

Administrative support, in addition to providing necessary assistance in communication, organization, arrangement for food and facilities where relevant, is also a formal acknowledgement by management of their support for the program.

**Technology**

Given the time and resources incurred with mentoring and other development activities, technology is increasingly called upon, such as with the use of e-mentoring.\(^2\)\(^7\) Modern technology has afforded many the opportunity for new ways to incorporate mentoring in the absence of face-to-face frequent meetings given time, financial, and/or geographical constraints. Brock et al initiated a development initiative for academic pharmacists using social media. To evaluate the program, researchers extracted data from the curriculum vitae of participants to quantify scholarly outputs.\(^2\)\(^8\) While unable to assess these outputs against any sort of cohort, they found that participants had produced 71 scholarly works together, including peer-reviewed articles, book chapters, and international presentations, over the course of 10 years among only 10 participants. Organizations and associations might consider use of conferencing, social media, and other technologies in combination with at least some occasional opportunity for mentoring programs to meet face-to-face. It is worth noting that distance mentoring might involve not only geographical separation, but also involvement of mentors from disparate fields, as discussed above.

**Communication**

Jackevisius et al described lessons learned for a program implemented for an academic pharmacy organization.\(^2\)\(^9\) Among the more critical areas is for initial communication. This might seem to some readers as common sense, perhaps almost banal. However, its importance cannot be underscored enough. Communication needs to occur between upper management providing the imprimatur to proceed with the program, though middle management that might be providing oversight over the program coordinator, the mentors and mentee participants, supervisors of the mentors and mentees, and the aforementioned administrative support staff for the endeavor to ensure everyone is on the same page.
While mentors and mentees can and should be afforded autonomy as to what best works for them, there should be at the very minimum encourage for a certain level and frequency of communication; erstwhile, the program is not really serving much of a purpose. Dyads can establish means of communication, but suggestions include regular lunch meetings, telephone calls, programming/workshops put on within the context of the program, working together on one or more endeavors, video conferencing, and joint attendance at professional events, all of which has been shown to increase not only the outcomes of but also satisfaction with the program. The closer relationships imbedded by such communication reduces barriers to asking challenging questions, engenders camaraderie within and across mentor dyads and even strengthens bonds by all parties with the organization.

Cost

Along similar lines as it pertains to communication and to the previously discussed topic of having “outsiders” agreement upon resources necessary to execute the program effectively. In fact, the appointment of a program coordinator and administrative support will incur at least some level of cost. Even use of distance mentoring via Internet technology must ensure that participants do not incur any costs related to video conferencing or telecommunications. In fact, for a multisite mentoring program, building infrastructure is necessary to support ongoing efforts through “generations” of mentors and mentees residing at different institutions and perhaps even different settings or niches of practice. Additional costs include remuneration for workshop/development speakers, transportation, and perhaps salary or offset for certain participants. It might be considered depending upon the nature of the program, the persons involved, the geographic dispersion, and other factors that persons involved not only in coordination, but perhaps other very active mentors receive “credit” or offset for their work. While mentors should not be induced with high levels of payment else risk jeopardizing the entire nature of the program, senior practitioners, faculty, and other key personnel might be considered to have some of their workload delegated to others in the organization or association. It is likely that these persons are those whose proverbial plates are already full, and some of their responsibilities might need to be offloaded.

Mentoring culture

This leads to yet another point about instilling a mentoring culture. McRae and Zimmerman discuss the importance of such a culture. The culture instills the value of mentoring and effectively communicates it as a priority of membership and employees. It signals the interest of an organization in its valuation of human capital for their development as extraordinary employees and citizens. Having monetary and capital investments certainly sends the right message. Additionally, organizations might consider offsetting some work responsibilities for key persons as mentioned above, rely on experts to deliver training and routine workshops, and demonstrate best practices for mentoring by placing examples of effective mentoring and mentoring outcomes onto communication such as internal newsletters and even organization websites. Organizations might also consider implementing awards and other recognition for effective mentoring just as they might for other categories of desired behaviors, for example, clinical performance, teaching, research, service, and other. This token of appreciation helps
connote the importance of mentoring and create a level of enthusiasm for it. Developing a culture of mentorship, as is the case with developing a culture of most anything, requires a strong commitment by leaders at all levels as well as grassroots efforts by participants to seek out and leverage opportunities. The emphasis on leadership “at all levels” implies involvement not only to top executives but front-line supervisors and heads of departments within a large organization, including in such organizations or even entire settings and regions/nations that might be resource constrained. In such environments, buy-in and effective execution from such supervisors is that much more critical. Evidence suggests that many of the most effective mentoring program participants are those who serve concomitantly as a mentor to someone and a mentee to someone else, appreciative of and absorbing information from both aspects to leverage and increase the effectiveness of the other. Additionally, it is important to remember that even the most junior practitioners will likely be somewhat involved in mentorship, themselves, as many pharmacy organizations have student interns or registrants working under their tutelage.

**Consideration 3: Goals**

*Program and/or individual*

Another consideration is the program’s perspective. The program should have overall goals, while the individuals involved should tailor their own around the overarching program goals. The coordinator and other program administrators might consider a more bottoms-up approach to developing goals to include the input of future participants, even while guiding them to be mindful of organizational structure, context, and mission. Like goal-setting in the more general sense, successful goal-setting usually occurs when there are contributions from the stakeholders, when there is accountability, and when the goals are challenging yet achievable. The findings of Esbenshade et al provide evidence that mentor-mentee pairs who established goals together at the outset reported higher success ratings of the mentoring relationships and its outcomes. Cangelosi described three expectations be addressed early in the mentoring program: (a) reciprocity, (b), time commitments, and (c) planning growth activities. An example set of goals established for an existing academic pharmacy unit, as summarized by one of the authors (SD), is provided in Box 1.

While mentors and mentor-dyads will invariably take some form agreed upon by all parties, there is some question about whether the program goal and the mentor training should focus on developing expertise in a specific career area or take on a more holistic approach. In still another systematic review of mentoring programs in academic medicine, Sambunjank et al evaluated qualitative research on the meaning and characteristics of mentoring. The literature suggested to them that there exist programs aimed at academic/professional growth and others aimed at more personal growth to encompass the former. While difficult to measure, it would appear as though dysfunctional mentoring is more likely to occur in those programs aimed more specifically at academic growth. These stems from personal and relational factors in which competitiveness and envy might more frequently appear in more task-specific program orientation, as is the result when caring relationships are not expressly manifest.
Benefit for employers

Litano and Major argue that a whole-life approach not only helps the mentee grow outside of one’s career, but is likewise more instructive for development of job effectiveness, as whole life mentoring will take into account such things as effective coping, using appropriate communication methods and channels, collegiality, time management, emotional intelligence, and other skills and behaviors that assist the contemporary knowledge worker at their jobs beyond its immediate task requirements. Hollywood et al add that more holistic approaches in mentoring will assist the organization with adapting to change. Hobson argues further that holistic mentoring which focuses on the well-being of mentors and mentees will result in a more equitable work climate and employees that are both more satisfied and engaged.

Consideration 4: Development of mentors and mentees

Preparing for mentoring

The need for training of the mentors themselves is now more widely understood. In a scoping review of mentor training programs, Sheri et al point out that clinicians are poorly trained in the art of mentoring. A previous study by Feldman et al reported that fewer than 15% of mentors received formal training, and that mentors often failed to maximize the opportunities before them. Considerable evidence suggests that mentoring effectiveness is enhanced by mentor training and that such training actually boosts the satisfaction of the mentor. The scoping review by Sheri revealed several insightful themes: structure of mentor training that is longitudinal in nature, incorporating role plays, workshops, and small groups discussion; training content that promotes well-roundedness, teaching, clinical skills, research, networking, and caring.

Slimmer described orientation as a key component of the program, in which mentors and mentees engage one another to review the program’s goals and their own goals as a dyad or community/constellation and Nowell et al identified orientation as a key mentoring program component in their literature review. The orientation program provides encouragement to all parties yet reminds them of their obligations, along with privileges, that help ensure accountability for and sincerity in participation. Loyal et al also argues that having an orientation program for the mentors and mentees is especially important, as this promotes a foundation of a strong mentoring culture; in fact, moving more widely used and available for adaptation are the use of tool kits to assist mentors and mentees. Orientation presents a great opportunity for mentors and mentees to clarify areas of concern or ambiguity, hear from various persons in the organization who might provide additional support, and reflect on how the mentoring program comports with the mission and goals of the organization.

On-going support

The evidence for “joint programming” for mentors and mentees is compelling. Nowell et al found that developmental workshops can address or reinforce optimal behaviors by all parties in the mentoring
program and also can inject specific content, in the case of pharmacists, for example, newer therapies on the horizon, updates on legal issues, ethical dilemmas being confronted, quality assurance and medication safety initiatives, pharmacy and therapeutics committee activities, interprofessional opportunities, forging collaborative working agreements with prescribers, and other.\textsuperscript{18} A needs assessment can be used to identify other topics as well as preferred modes of delivery and/or learning strategies. Having workshops (even online) provides yet another opportunity for mentors and mentees to come together.

\textit{Facilitating socialization and networking opportunities}

The inclusion of socialization aspects to the program might be among the more widely debated issues in mentoring.\textsuperscript{56} After all, no one can force anyone to be friends, and no one is well served by contrived circumstances. Yet, Nowell et al highlighted it as a key mentoring component and indeed social camaraderie has been demonstrated to improve professional camaraderie and the bonds that form through socialization can also help to facilitate greater networking, diversification of one’s power base, and engender a more long-lasting and fruitful relationship even after the formal mentor-mentee relationship has come to a close and even upon the mentor or mentee leaving the organization for alternative employment.\textsuperscript{18,57}

\textbf{Consideration 5: Evaluation}

\textit{Mentee reflective journaling}

White et al cited advantages to include reflective journaling opportunities for mentees.\textsuperscript{58} It can be well argued that true learning does not take place in the absence of reflection. Indeed, Mantzourani et al summarized the literature arguing that engaging in reflective practice benefits healthcare professionals,\textsuperscript{59} via an iterative process of stimulating thought processes, learning from strengths and weakness, and ultimately improved practice and optimal patient care.\textsuperscript{60-62} White found that in addition to personal growth, the process of journaling actuating fostered a closer relationship by the mentee with the mentor. Of course, while not yet described in the literature, there is nothing to preclude reflective journaling by mentors, as well. After all, an effective program will see to their continued development, not just the development of mentees.

\textit{Program evaluation}

The mentoring program itself must be assessed, which is no different for any other serious endeavor of an organization or association.\textsuperscript{63} Of course, the parameters used to measure effectiveness are always debatable and thus require careful thought. Unfortunately, even among the organizations that assess and monitor their programs, their doing so is based primarily upon satisfaction questionnaires of mentors and mentees. This is indeed an important outcome; however, survey instrumentation should also assess level of engagement and opportunities for improvement as well as an anonymous report of requests to change partners in a dyad or even a constellation structured program. Ideally, there should
be an evaluation of the effectiveness of the program based upon its goals. Harker et al employed a mixed methods strategy to evaluate various facets of a mentoring program that included the use of interviews and focus groups of participants. There are studies, even randomized control trials for the evidence of mentoring programs for students, at-risk youths and other populations, but reports of outcomes assessment for professionals are more scarce. Assessment of the program must be considered within the context of varying needs for mentors and mentees over time, considering different stages of one’s career and the varied types of coaching and support needed, including preparation and career planning for those who might become future leaders in an organization and/or profession. St. Jean and Tremblay identified the positive effects of a mentoring program longitudinally by observing gains in participants’ self-efficacy in a corporate environment. Welsh and Dixon measured the acquisition of greater competence through a mentoring program; however, this was measured through respondent self-report. Optimally, a mentoring program would include assessment of actual performance indicators, even while challenging to do so, especially given the possible confounders of participants’ job effectiveness or lack, thereof. An example set of outcomes assessments for a pharmacy mentoring program, as summarized by one of the authors (SD), is provided in Box 2. Examples of outcomes for pharmacists in a mentoring program would be job/career mobility (successful promotions), professional association leadership, development of new and innovative services, participation in national or regional public health initiatives, patient ratings of care received from the pharmacist, and other as deemed appropriate by job and title.

Sheri et al in their systematic review argued for need to evaluate not only the mentor-mentee program, but also the mentor training program itself for the resultant outcomes under the auspices of a program.

Special Considerations for Pharmacy Professionals

This paper has discussed literature on mentoring from various arenas, much of it already gathered from health professions literature and from academia, where much of the mentoring programs and reports of those programs exist. Much of the literature on mentoring is broadly applicable; however, there are a few additional pearls and considerations for pharmacy professionals worth mentioning. Similarly to many healthcare professions, and maybe even more so, pharmacists operate within a dual culture of corporate bureaucracy versus professional bureaucracy, regardless of practice setting, where role conflict inevitably arises due to the varied demands of patients, caregivers, peers, other health professionals, corporate ownership, and any insurance sponsors or third parties. To that extent, it is critical that any mentoring program in pharmacy be designed and implemented with a goal of supporting, even enhancing professional identity. Professional identity has been defined in many ways, but in summary can be thought of as the oneness that individuals have with a profession and the degree to which individuals define themselves as profession members.

A lack of professional identity is likely to result individually in diminished altruism and career burnout, while on the broader scale, diminished opportunities and paradigmatic development across the
profession. For many years it has been argued that pharmacists have weak or incomplete professional self-identity formation, with studies suggesting this may be indicative of role ambiguity, lack of clear direction, and limited self-reflection and ownership of uniqueness of pharmacists. If one considers the radical change in pharmacy practice over the last decade in response to increasing pressures on healthcare systems internationally, this perhaps may not come as a surprise. More than ever, pharmacists need to take responsibility for this expansion of roles and achieve their full scopes of practice, for improved patient outcomes.

A study of a longitudinal mentoring program across several types of clinicians aimed to promote professional identity, which fostered improvements in care; and while each professional’s identity was accentuated, this actually resulted in more positive attitudes toward interdisciplinary collaboration. When designed appropriately mentoring programs help participants envisage their professional identity and also assist with socialization into the profession, imbuing a greater sense of career commitment and altruism. Evidence suggests that mentoring specifically to promote identity with a profession and with an organization is associated with increased satisfaction and commitment by the mentee. The design of mentoring programs might correspond with a career laddering mechanism, which is critical given that often times professionals like pharmacists and other clinicians enter the profession with a high salary but feel that there is little upward career mobility after initial job entry.

Any opportunity for pharmacists to gain mentorship from someone outside their practice setting, even another health professional, might be seized upon, even while the importance of having mentorship from someone in a similar job is likewise important. Evidence suggests that the perspectives of peers from different departments and/or settings help to develop a broader sense of professionalism and might also open doors to new career ideas not previously entertained.

It also is important to develop leadership abilities among mentorship program participants, especially in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) and in professional fields, given the need for political agitation to advance scope of practice and societal position of these individuals. Mentoring on professional advocacy such as with pharmacy can contribute to future gains in autonomy and provide benefits well above and beyond the growth of the mentor and mentee. It has been suggested, then, that mentoring for professionals focus on transformational, as opposed to merely transactional type of leadership approaches. At the same time, momentous occurrences provide an opportunity for all mentoring participants to learn. An interesting study of nurses being mentored in clinical roles, with results that can be relatable to the pharmacy profession, found that strides in development occurred when the mentoring is multidimensional and incorporates development from events, rather than mentoring to be centered only around people.

Given that many pharmacists carry a significant societal burden and work many hours, mentoring them on work-life balance yet remaining professionally opportunistic is critically important. An additional consideration is that practitioners be mentored to assist with research endeavors, even if not designing the research, themselves. There is evidence that participation in mentoring programs can encourage clinicians to join practice-based research networks (PBRNs) or similar such, which usually their involvement in demonstration projects evincing the effectiveness of practice scope expansion.
Furthermore, enhancing research prowess in such a way also inherently improves participants’
communication skills and their prowess in evaluating peer-reviewed literature.85

There are relatively few reports in the literature of pharmacy professional associations having begun a
regional or national mentoring program, even while a review of various websites would suggest they
exist. More organizations in the United States provide such programs. The American Society of Health
Systems Pharmacists (ASHP) has convened a mentoring program for members specifically in the area of
antimicrobial stewardship.86 It involves a seven-step process with self-assessment, telephone calls,
continuing education, a one-day onsite visit, action plan, and outcome data collection and analysis. The
American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP) allows members to search for potential members through
its database with the understanding that the mentee commit to: upholding the mentor-mentee
relationship through regular communication of at least 1 hour per month; and being prepared for goal-
setting upon initial contact.87 The California Society of Health Systems Pharmacists allows each of its
regional chapters to form its own mentorship program for junior pharmacists; however, seemingly only
some chapters have taken advantage of the opportunity.88 The American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy (AACP) performs mentoring through a Fellows program that incorporates occasional onsite
gatherings of participants with group a group mentor model that transpires over the course of 12
months.89 A glance at health professions websites reveals others employing some form of or at least
endorsing mentorship, often employing a mix of various models and use of distance technology to the
extent possible.

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (RPS), the professional body for pharmacy
professionals in the UK, has recently re-launched a mentoring program whereby pharmacy students and
pharmacists who would like to act as mentors and/or mentees complete a registration via an online
system, add details on career stage and areas they would like to mentor/be mentored in, and get paired
by the system that uses algorithms to apply selectivity.90 Training resources are available online as
directed learning, with no formal requirement to complete. Mentor and mentees are then assumed
responsible for agreeing to goals and timelines as a dyad. The first phase of the program launched in
October 2019, with a formal evaluation that will inform further development underway. The program is
free for all registered members of the RPS.

A similar scheme is available via the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia for registered members, where
mentors volunteer and mentees are required to pay a fee. Pairings are completed manually and are
based on mentee requirements and mentor experience. There is mandatory training upon registration
to the scheme, supplemented by additional resources to be used as necessary by the mentees and
mentors.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first in a series of papers providing a thorough examination of the literature to establish
lessons learned from designing mentoring programs, with the goal of suggesting a reflective framework
for enabling pharmacy organizations and professional bodies to enhance the mentoring culture in
pharmacy professionals. There are a number of factors to consider when designing a mentoring program
and at the same time there is limited information on an optimal model. It lies within organizations looking to develop such programs to reflect on what the outcomes of the individual program would be and consider how each factor can be contextualized to support them to achieve their overarching aim. With this in mind, and within the context of rapidly evolving new roles and the associated risk on navigating through this new era for pharmacy with unscathed professional identity, this paper argues that mentorship can provide the platform for a much needed professional network, to take the profession forward in a structured yet flexible and individually tailored way.
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Box 1. Sample goals from a mentoring program in a pharmacy organization.

* Continue and supplement orientation/onboarding by helping pharmacists navigate important organizational dynamics of the institution.
* Promote and encourage professional development in clinical acumen, professional communication, and other aspects of professional service.
* Advise and counsel on career development, including succession planning considerations, and provide a liaison to other institutional representatives.
* Identify resources, including internal or external seminars and workshops on that promote further development and competence.
* Develop role-modeling behaviors among senior and junior members of the professional staff.
* Facilitate self-awareness, self-confidence, and self-esteem.
* Ameliorate stress that may arise from confusion, ambiguity, overload, and social isolation.
* Facilitate potentially life-long, productive and rewarding relationships among colleagues.
* Promote collaboration and camaraderie among peers within and across different departments or work units, including the possibility of working together on scholarly endeavors.
An essential component of a quality assurance process is the assessment of programs for effectiveness in accomplishing the desired goals. The mentor program aims to foster development and enhance quality of work life and productivity in many areas. Indicators for program effectiveness for the program include, but are not limited to the following:*  

- **Leadership/initiative**  
  - Proffered and implemented recommendations for change (e.g., new services, work flow redesign, customer service)  
  - Committee or task force membership and leadership  
  - Effective reports and scans of internal and external environments to promote practice  

- **Service recognition**  
  - Effective contributions to the department/work unit, organization, profession, and community, at large.  

- **Productivity in practice**  
  - Evaluations of effectiveness by other team members, prescribers, other health professionals, patients, and/or other relevant stakeholders  
  - Number of patients seen/interventions performed  
  - Billable services  
  - Creativity and productivity in practice  
  - Patient satisfaction  
  - Quality assurance/patient safety/lack of errors  
  - Medication reconciliation activities  

- **Development activities**  
- **Satisfaction with the program**  
  - Survey of mentor-mentee teams  
  - Feedback during the annual review with supervisors  

- **Mobility, promotions of mentor and/or mentee**  
- **Awards, recognition of mentor and/or mentee**  

*It is recognized that productivity (or lack, thereof) in any of these is not solely the result of the mentorship program; however, measuring productivity in these areas is critical in evaluating program effectiveness.*

---

**Box 2. Example outcomes assessment for the effectiveness of a mentoring program in pharmacy.**

An essential component of a quality assurance process is the assessment of programs for effectiveness in accomplishing the desired goals. The mentor program aims to foster development and enhance quality of work life and productivity in many areas. Indicators for program effectiveness for the program include, but are not limited to the following:*